Marina Board

The Sustainable Alternative

Marina board

The ideal Choice for Commercial Applications
in Australia’s harsh environment.
ModWood® Marina is a bigger, stronger board and has been
designed for marinas, boardwalks, outdoor furniture and heavy
duty decking areas. The 137 x 32mm board is particularly suited
for ecological sensitive areas, as there are no nasty chemicals that
could leach out. It is highly resistant to the ravages of salt air and
the harsh Australian elements and stands up to heavy foot traffic.
Manufactured to a R11 anti-slip rating.

✓ No paint, stain or oil required
✓ ModWood is Global GreenTag™ certified
✓ Australian Owned and Manufactured
✓ Standard length 4.2 m*
✓ Won’t split, rot or warp
✓ Cuts and drill like timber
✓ Spans up to 600 mm centres
✓ Hidden fastener available
✓ Approx. 90% recycled materials

Each lineal metre of Marina board
contains approximately 50 recycled
plastic milk containers and almost
3 kilograms of reclaimed pine timber
shavings.
Check our website for nearest re-seller, technical
information, sample requests and decking calculator.
*Custom length available – check minimum order qty.
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Marina Board

Ten compelling reasons
The Sustainable Alternative

why you should choose ModWood
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Add value to your home as ModWood is visually appealing,
year after year:
High durability, wood grain look with a range of colours and the
option of concealed fixing.
More time to enjoy life! Do the things that you want to do:
No painting, staining or oiling required, saving time and expense,
easy to maintain.
Confidence that your family and guests are safe:
No splinters, warping or splits. Does not contain nasty timber
preservative chemicals.
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Australian made and designed, provides peace of mind that
ModWood will perform:
The original Australian manufacturer, with a proven track record
and a locally backed warranty, refer to website for T&C’s.
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Sustainable product that helps to preserve rainforest timbers and
save natural resources:
Gives long term value to Australian resources; reclaiming sustainable
plantation grown pine waste and recycling plastic; reducing landfill.
Avoids the use of imported rainforest decking timbers.
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Innovative, saving you time, money and reduced product waste:
Installation made easy with long straight set-length packs, reducing
on site wastage.
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A valuable return on your investment and protection against
Mother Nature:
Engineered to resist termite attack and the harsh Australian environment.
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Flame Shield® 137 x 23 mm provides protection to your most valuable
assets in Bushfire Zones:
Australia’s superior bushfire decking provides you with more options,
suitable for BAL-12.5, BAL-19, BAL-29 and BAL-40.
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Naturally beautiful, stylish natural colours and grain:
Emulates attractive Australian timbers. “Natural Grain Collection”.
Your family can step with confidence and security under foot:
Suitable for pools and salt water locations, with superior in class strength
properties and anti-slip resistance of R11 on wide 137mm boards.
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